Qualitative case studies of professional-level workers with traumatic brain injuries: A contextual approach to job accommodation and retention
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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a multi-systemic disability that causes a wide range of difficulties with personal and social functioning.
METHODOLOGY: Four individuals with TBI participated in an evaluation of barriers to their continued employment following graduation from college. A trained interviewer completed the Work Experience Survey (WES) in teleconsultation sessions with each participant.
RESULTS: Researchers applied a qualitative case study research design. Participants reported a wide range of difficulties in performing essential functions of their jobs (3 to 24) that have the potential to significantly affect their productivity. Career mastery problems reflected outcomes associated with TBI such as ‘believing that others think I do a good job’ and ‘having the resources (e.g., knowledge, tools, supplies, and equipment) needed to do the job.’ Indicative of their wish to continue their current employment, participants reported high levels of job satisfaction.
CONCLUSIONS: The WES is a cost-effective needs assessment tool to aid health and rehabilitation professionals in providing on-the-job supports to workers with TBI.
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1. Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) produces multiple cognitive, emotional, psychosocial, and physical symptoms [1, 2] that can have far ranging negative effects such as loss of a personal sense of identity,
contracted view of self and the future, unemployment, and deterioration in quality of life [3]. Given the fact that the incidence of TBI, as measured by emergency room visits, has increased significantly over the past decade [4], and considering the deleterious impact that TBI has on an individual’s prospects for desirable life outcomes, the need to provide comprehensive and timely post-injury rehabilitation services is critical.

The purpose of this article is to describe a service designed to improve the job retention outcomes of adults with TBI. The intervention combines: (a) an assessment of areas of incompatibility between worker abilities and job demands and (b) development of a job accommodation plan to increase worker productivity [5, 6]. As Muenchberger et al. [3] noted, without rehabilitation interventions, adults with TBI are easily overcome by the unpredictability of their symptoms and the ensuing self-doubt that is one of the primary reasons for their high post-injury unemployment rates.

1.1. TBI’s impact on personal functioning and job retention

The potential for a lack of fit between a person and a job is obvious in any review of TBI symptoms, which include cognitive difficulties (e.g., memory, reading, listening, organizing, and reasoning difficulties), emotional issues (e.g., problems with depression, anger management, and anxiety), physical effects (e.g., headaches, speech problems, lack of coordination, and fatigue), and psychosocial problems (e.g., feeling misunderstood, being bullied or teased, and being perceived by others as malingering or not performing consistent with capabilities [2, 5, 7]. Most people with TBI are employed at the time of their injuries, but only 31 percent are employed one year later [8]. For individuals with TBI to make a successful post-injury transition into (or back into) the worker role, they require periodic monitoring of the extent to which TBI symptoms are disrupting worker/job congruence as described in the Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment [6]. Muenchberger et al. [3] described this resumption of the worker role as a struggle to maintain a tentative balance between person and environment that requires adaptation on the part of the person and the job (i.e., job accommodation or modification).

Other researchers have emphasized the importance of viewing outcomes of any transition into life roles following TBI from this person-in-environment holistic or contextual perspective [9–11]. They advocated assessing the requirements of contexts in which the person with a TBI participates to identify mismatches between personal skills and task demands that threaten role retention. Research suggests the need for just such an assessment of the extent of fit between adults with TBI and work role demands given the high post-injury unemployment rates of people with TBI [12]. In one study of adults with TBI, Coetzer et al. [1] reported only a 27% employment rate 8 years following injury. Based on follow-up research, Catalano et al. [13] described adults with TBI as typically unemployed, with as many as two-thirds of those sampled unemployed at 1, 5, and 10 year follow-ups. Equally troubling, Hawthorne et al. [12] reported that as many as one-third of those adults with TBI who returned to work were employed in lower level jobs for reasons including lack of access to workplace accommodations and employers’ lack of awareness of the effects of TBI.

Addressing high unemployment rates for adults with TBI is important for many reasons. Dillahunty-Aspillaga et al. [14] reported the results of a needs assessment in Florida in which participants with TBI identified employment as their number one priority. As reiterated in multiple sources, returning to work provides people with access to income, self-esteem, identity, and social status [7, 14, 15], yet traditional vocational rehabilitation services have only partially succeeded in helping people with TBI return to work. As Dillahunty-Aspillaga et al. stressed, a need exists for vocational rehabilitation interventions that directly address the problems that individuals with TBI encounter in employment. This recommendation is consistent with the previous emphasis on a holistic or contextual view of functioning in the job setting following TBI. One example of such a specialized vocational program providing a contextual perspective on job retention following TBI is an assessment of the way in which symptoms are interfering with on-the-job performance, career mastery, and job satisfaction.

1.2. A contextual job retention intervention

In a study comparing life outcomes of adults with TBI with those of a matched sample of uninjured adults, Hawthorne et al. [12] found that the TBI group had poorer general health and higher levels of unemployment, depression, and social isolation. Viewing these effects of TBI as remediable, they recommended long-term rehabilitation services and supports to enable adults with TBI to maintain
important life roles. As previously noted, one of these roles is that of an employee, which implies that assessments are needed periodically to determine whether adjustments are needed (i.e., job accommodations) to enable the person to fulfill job duties because personal skills and abilities change with TBI and job duties change with employer requirements. This type of periodic assessment is consistent with a holistic or contextual person-in-situation strategy to identify specific ways in which lack of job/person match could place the person at risk for termination or demotion. What this means specifically is that an assessment intervention is needed to enable the person to identify the job demands that are problematic as well as the potential job accommodations that are needed [14]. Proper accommodation restores the necessary correspondence between personal skills and job demands, resulting in greater productivity, career mastery, and job satisfaction for the person and continued value as a worker for the employer. Recent research pertaining to outcomes of the State-Federal Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) system in the United States underscores the importance of services with a close relationship to the process of getting and keeping a job for adults with TBI. Catalano et al. [13] reported that VR clients with the highest probability of successful (i.e., employed) case closure were those who received on-the-job training, job search and placement assistance, and on-the-job supports. Assessment of the person’s abilities to satisfy job requirements with or without accommodation is one example of an on-the-job support that would benefit adults with TBI.

1.3. The Work Experience Survey

The Work Experience Survey (WES [16]) was designed to assess person-in-situation compatibility, specifically employee and job compatibility, in relation to barriers to worksite accessibility, barriers to performance of essential job functions, job mastery concerns, and job satisfaction ratings. Developed in research with adults with multiple sclerosis, arthritis, and TBI [16, 17], the WES assessment concludes with the development of a job accommodation plan drawing on knowledge of the employee, employer, rehabilitation professional, and information from resources such as the Job Accommodation Network (JAN [18]). The employee, employer, and rehabilitation professional should evaluate these accommodation strategies to determine the extent to which they restore the compatible relationship between worker and job and are perceived by the employer as practical and cost effective. When these conditions are met, individuals with TBI experience an increased probability of retaining satisfying employment, a meaningful adult role fundamental to one’s sense of personal identity [10]. Empirical findings regarding the significant relationship between number of worksite accessibility and essential function barriers and extent of job satisfaction support the importance of a rehabilitation intervention based on results from a job/person contextual assessment such as the WES [19].

1.4. Purpose

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate the application of this person-in-situation or contextual assessment of job/person compatibility in the case of four employed college graduates with TBI. During their undergraduate studies, these students had participated in a Federally-funded academic and career enrichment project implemented by several of the authors of this article. The jobs that these participants held at the time of this study were obtained as part of the placement component of the grant-funded project [20], and they represented participants’ first steps into their chosen professions. Success or failure at this juncture in their careers would have significant implications for their long-term ability to manage a personal career while coping with the effects of TBI, hence the need to adopt a holistic and contextual perspective on barriers to workplace accessibility and performance of essential functions and the accommodation plans needed to reduce or remove these barriers.

2. Method

Applying purposive sampling techniques from the qualitative research paradigm [21], the authors selected the four participants for this study to represent a range of career fields and job duties. The sample was limited to four participants to enable an in-depth description of each participant’s job retention profile (see Results section).

2.1. Participants

Ranging in age from 25 to 32 years, this study’s sample included three males and one female. Three participants identified their race/ethnicity as Cau-
casian and one participant identified himself as African American. All four participants had earned bachelor's degrees. Each participant was employed full-time at the time of the investigation, with weekly gross salaries ranging from $680 to $1,084. The job titles reported by participants in this study were Contract Specialist, Project Coordinator/Engagement Specialist, Readjustment Counseling Therapist, and Administrative Assistant. Participants had been coping with the sequelae of TBI for three to 13 years at the time of this investigation.

2.2. Instrumentation

In one telephone interview with the interviewer, each participant completed the six sections of the WES: background information, barriers to worksite accessibility, barriers to performance of essential job functions, job mastery concerns, job satisfaction ratings, and job accommodation plan (top priority barriers and feasible solutions [16]). In responding to the section on worksite accessibility, participants indicated whether they encountered any barriers created by public walks, parking lots, steps, and elevators. The essential functions section included job functions or conditions in six areas: physical abilities, cognitive abilities, task-related abilities, social abilities, working conditions, and company policies.

An abbreviated version of the Career Mastery Inventory (adapted with permission [22]), the self-report measure of job mastery consisted of 24 items addressing six areas of career mastery: getting the job done, fitting into the workplace, learning the ropes, getting along with others, getting ahead, and planning the next career step. Sample job mastery items are listed below:

- Believing that others think I do a good job
- Scheduling and planning my work ahead of time
- Knowing who to go to if I need help
- Eating lunch with friends at work
- Having a plan for where I want to be in my job in the future
- Considering what I will do in the future.

Previous research supports the internal consistency of the adapted and abbreviated job mastery scale (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.78 [19]).

The job satisfaction rating scale presents 20 work reinforcers from the Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment [6]. With respect to their current employment experiences, participants used a three-point scale to indicate whether their access to a specific reinforcer was: (a) too little, (b) about right, or (c) too much. Examples of reinforcer items used in the WES are provided below:

- The job gives me a feeling of accomplishment
- I do something different every day
- I get recognition for the work I do
- My co-workers are easy to make friends with
- The company administers its policies fairly
- My pay compares well with that of other workers.

In previous WES research [19], the internal consistency reliability (i.e., Cronbach’s Alpha) of the job satisfaction scale was 0.91.

The final section of the WES asks the worker to identify his or her three top-priority barriers from the previous sections of the WES, suggest a solution for each high-priority barrier, and generate a list of resources that could be enlisted in implementing those solutions. With input from the interviewer, this final section constitutes the essential elements of an accommodation plan that can be used as a basis for requesting needed workplace modifications from the worker’s employer.

2.3. Procedure

Each WES telephone interview (one per participant) required 30–45 minutes to complete, and they were all conducted by the same interviewer. Based on the original plan developed at the end of the WES interview and information from the JAN website, the interviewer provided each participant with an accommodation plan. The participant and interviewer decided on a final accommodation plan, and the interviewer suggested strategies for participants to use in requesting needed accommodations from their employers [23]. Where feasible, these accommodations were implemented in the job setting and monitored to determine the extent to which they improved the individuals’ job performance and satisfaction. Results from the WES interviews and the accommodation plans are presented in the results section to follow.

3. Results

The following case studies describe results from WES interviews with four employed college graduates with TBI. The intent is to illustrate how
health and rehabilitation professionals such as occupational therapists and vocational specialists can use the WES as a post-employment needs assessment strategy.

3.1 Case #1

The first case is that of a 29-year old Caucasian male who acquired his TBI at age 23 while serving in the United States Army in Afghanistan. Holding a bachelor’s degree in Political Science, this honorably discharged veteran works full-time as a Contract Specialist for the Federal government. He earns approximately $825 per week before taxes. Specifically, this participant’s job entails operating computers, attending briefings with contractors, and sorting and filing past contracts for military merchandise. When asked what symptoms associated with TBI pose functional limitations at work, this participant noted issues with multitasking, short-term memory, and coping with stress.

3.1.1 Accessibility

This participant reported that his workplace is almost entirely accessible, noting only two barriers – lighting in the workplace (lights too bright causing headaches) and barriers in public walks. The participant stated that he avoids public walks because several people using them at once can make him anxious.

3.1.2 Essential functions

With respect to performance of essential job functions, this participant mentioned a total of 24 problems – Seeing well, hearing well, handling, raising arms above shoulders, immediate memory, short-term memory, interpersonal judgement, thought processing, problem solving, work pace/sequencing, variety of duties, performing under stress/deadlines, little feedback on performance, reading written instructions, following specific instructions, remembering, speaking/communicating, initiating work activities, working around others, working with others, working with hostile others, heat sensitivity, noise, and always being inside. He identified no problematic company policies.

3.1.3 Job mastery

In the job mastery section, the participant noted only two concerns. He identified “believing that others think I do a good job” and “willing to make changes when necessary” as impediments to full mastery of his Contract Specialist position.

3.1.4 Job satisfaction

Generally satisfied with his position, this participant identified only three work reinforcers as problematic. He expressed dissatisfaction with doing something different every day (too little), giving instructions or telling people what to do (too little), and being able to try out some of his own ideas (too little).

3.1.5 Employee-identified accommodations

As noted in the Method section, the WES asks participants to suggest reasonable accommodations for their most prominent career maintenance barriers and identify resources that could assist them in implementing those solutions. This participant reduces his stress level by stepping out to the break room periodically, and he also suggested that he could benefit from self-help classes on managing stress and anxiety at work. Regarding his identified communication barriers, this participant emphasized the importance of taking detailed notes using assistive technology including his smart phone or tablet computer, then highlighting or bulleting instructions and deadlines that are most important. He also explained that he prefers communicating with clients and coworkers via email and that it is helpful for him to proactively disclose this preference to those with whom he works.

3.1.6 Accommodation strategies suggested by the Job Accommodation Network

After completing the WES interview with this participant, the interviewer contacted the Job Accommodation Network (JAN) and visited the JAN website for additional recommendations to address the participant’s highest-priority job retention barriers. JAN consultants suggested the following strategies that the participant’s employer could implement to help this individual manage stress at work:

- provide praise and positive reinforcement
- refer the worker to counseling and employee assistance programs
- allow telephone calls during work hours to counselors, doctors, and others for needed support
- provide disability awareness and sensitivity training to coworkers
- allow the employee to take periodic breaks as needed to relieve himself of stressful situations
To alleviate this participant’s stated difficulties with interpersonal communication, JAN consultants recommended the following as possible accommodation choices:

- a job coach to help him understand different social cues
- identification of areas of improvement for the employee in a fair and consistent manner
- training videos to demonstrate appropriate behavior in the workplace
- minimizing personal conversations, or moving those conversations away from work areas
- encouraging all employees to model appropriate social skills, civility, and support for one another
- allowing the employee to communicate with coworkers and clients in his preferred modality (i.e. email)
- allowing the employee to work from home when necessary.

3.2. Case #2

The second case study involves a 25-year old African American male who acquired his TBI at age 21 as a result of a gunshot injury. Employed as a Project Coordinator/Engagement Specialist with a consulting organization, this participant works full-time with a gross weekly salary of $680. Drawing upon his bachelor’s degree in Public Health Administration, his job primarily involves public outreach, organizing focus groups, and strategic planning. When asked what effects of TBI impinge (or have impinged) upon his job performance, he identified fatigue, memory loss, and frequent headaches.

3.2.1. Accessibility and essential functions

The participant conveyed that his workplace is totally accessible and did not indicate any problems getting to, from, or around the workplace on any of the items on the accessibility section of the WES. For essential job functions, the participant checked three conditions that pose problems—short-term memory, remembering, and vague job descriptions.

3.2.2. Job mastery and job satisfaction

In the job mastery section, the participant noted only one concern reflecting his uncertainty about getting the job done, specifically “Understanding how my job fits into the big picture.” Of the 20 work reinforcers in the job satisfaction scale, participant #2 did not note any as sources of dissatisfaction.

3.2.3. Employee-identified accommodations

In the accommodation plan section of the WES, this participant identified notetaking and writing things down as solutions to help with his short-term memory issues. He indicated that he uses assistive technology-based reminders and notetaking “apps” that are loaded on his tablet computer to keep track of important work-related information electronically. The participant suggested that he could reach out to fellow staff members to help him with his short-term memory problems by making sure they write tasks down for him or send him emails so he has instructions and reminders that are readily available. With respect to his uncertainty about how his job fits into the big picture, this participant described communicating more frequently and effectively with coworkers, both in-person and electronically, as a possible solution.

3.2.4. Accommodation strategies suggested by the Job Accommodation Network

JAN consultants recommended the following accommodation strategies to help this participant compensate for his short-term memory difficulties:

- allow the employee to tape-record meetings
- provide type written minutes of each meeting
- use notebooks, calendars, or sticky notes to record information for easy retrieval
- provide written as well as verbal instructions
- allow additional training time
- provide written checklists and use color-coding to help identify items
- post instructions close to frequently used equipment

In terms of strategies for clarifying how this person and his job fit into his employer’s “big picture,” JAN consultants had several ideas about how he could become a more prominent part of the social fabric at work. Noting that tremendous opportunities to learn about corporate culture emerge from deepening one’s connections with co-workers and supervisors, consultants offered the following suggestions:

- provide positive praise and reinforcement
- write clear expectations of responsibilities and the consequences of not meeting them
- allow for open communication with managers and supervisors
- establish written long and short-term goals for all employees and teams within the organization
• develop strategies for dealing with problems as soon as they arise.
• provide written work agreements for group projects
• take part in informal social events and activities during the workday and outside of work.

3.3. Case #3

The third participant is a 32-year old Caucasian male who sustained his brain injury at the age of 19 while serving in the military. Like Case #1, this individual is an honorably discharged veteran. He holds a bachelor’s degree in Health and Wellness. He works full-time as a Readjustment Counseling Therapist with the United States Veterans Administration. He has held that job for four years. His gross weekly salary is approximately $800. Specifically, his position involves psychological and cognitive testing, conducting motivational interviews, and making referrals to mental health and social service agencies for other military veterans with disabilities. He identified problems with concentration, balance, and sensitivity to light as his main TBI-related work limitations.

3.3.1. Accessibility and essential functions

Although this participant identified his worksite as generally accessible at the time of the interview, he noted that public sidewalks, steps, and lighting have posed problems for him. As for essential functions, he mentioned several present concerns. These related to physical abilities (seeing well, using left hand), cognitive abilities (thought processing, organizing), task-related abilities (little feedback on performance), social abilities (working around others), working conditions (too humid, slippery surfaces, obstacles in path, odors, outdoors, sometimes indoors), and company policies (vague job descriptions, infrequent reviews of job descriptions).

3.3.2. Job mastery and satisfaction

This participant reported two concerns in the job mastery section: “Having what I need to do my job (knowledge, tools, supplies, equipment)” and “Talking with my supervisor about what I need to do to get promoted.” He identified three work reinforcers as areas of concern. Specifically, he cited having not enough time to work alone, too little recognition for the work that he does, and too little training from his employer.

3.3.3. Employee-identified accommodations

The third participant generated several possible solutions to his on-the-job barriers. For his issue with lighting in his work station, the participant suggested that he could speak with his supervisor about the matter, explain why the bright lighting causes problems due to his brain injury, and request softer lighting. The participant stated that he could contact his supervisor, the disability services office within the Veterans Administration, or the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission regarding these concerns. He also indicated that he could use several alternate routes that are less crowded to enter his workplace. For his third high-priority barrier – not enough time working alone – this participant suggested that he could, again, contact his supervisor about the matter and ask for time in his work schedule to be set aside for him to work independently on reports and other correspondence.

3.3.4. Accommodation strategies suggested by the Job Accommodation Network

To address the issue of bright lighting in this participant’s work station, JAN consultants recommended the following possibilities:

• change fluorescent lights to high intensity, white lights
• increase natural lighting
• provide a glare guard for computer monitors.

To alleviate the anxiety that this participant reported when encountering crowded public walkways, JAN consultants identified several potential accommodation strategies, including:

• play soothing music using headphones while traversing public walks
• refer the employee to counseling and employee assistance programs to address social anxiety issues
• ask employer to request that other employees not gather in large groups in or alongside public walks.

Finally, to facilitate this participant’s request to his employer that time be set aside in his work schedule to perform concentrated work alone and in a private space, the JAN website lists the following guidelines:

• be specific about the accommodation that is being requested
• consider submitting the request in writing or via email
• explain how the requested accommodation will benefit the worker and the employer
• be prepared to consider alternatives to the requested accommodation if the employer has other ideas
• emphasize that the accommodation can be implemented at no cost to the employer.

3.4. Case #4

The final case is that of a 25 year-old Caucasian woman who acquired her TBI at the age of 22 as the result of several concussions. She has a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration and is employed as an administrative assistant at a university. She earns $1,084 per week before taxes. In terms of required tasks, this participant’s job entails scheduling, note-taking, and answering telephones and emails. When asked what symptoms of her brain injury present functional limitations at work, she noted issues with concentration and her attention span, reading, and organization.

3.4.1. Accessibility

This participant reported only two concerns about the accessibility of her worksite. The most prominent of these was temperature; she described her building as having “terrible HVAC” and noted that the temperature in the building is usually either too hot or too cold. Her other accessibility issue involved lighting (too bright), which often reflects on her computer screen and makes it difficult for her to read electronic information.

3.4.2. Essential functions

In the essential functions section of the WES, she identified a number of problem areas. These included physical abilities such as fatigue she experiences while working eight-hour shifts and being required to talk too much, which also causes fatigue. She also identified problems with cognitive abilities such as immediate memory, short-term memory, long-term memory, interpersonal judgement, thought processing, and organizing. She also indicated difficulty with task-related abilities (repetitive work, little feedback on performance, reading written instructions, remembering), social abilities (working alone and working around others), working conditions (too hot, too cold, temperature changes, noise), and especially company policies (inflexible work schedules, no “comp” time, vague job descriptions, infrequent reviews of job descriptions, rigid sick/vacation leave policies).

3.4.3. Job mastery and job satisfaction

Across three job mastery categories, this participant checked only two problems, “understanding company rules and regulations” and “knowing what is expected of me socially on the job.” This participant identified two work reinforcers as problematic — too little use of her abilities and too few opportunities for advancement.

3.4.4. Employee-identified accommodations

In identifying possible accommodations and resources to conclude the interview, this participant suggested that the socialization difficulties she reported in previous sections of the WES could be lessened by asking her co-workers for advice on how to properly respond to emails or on how her supervisors should be addressed. She noted that she had worked at her present job for only eight months and that she therefore may need additional time to become comfortable in the workplace and learn how the employees interact. To address the problems that she experiences in understanding company rules and regulations, the participant explained that she often contacts the university’s human resources office with questions. She does this because the rules and regulations listed on the university’s website are difficult for her to read and understand. The participant’s concern regarding the utilization of her abilities is addressed by direct communication with her supervisor. The participant has politely conveyed to her supervisor that she feels she is not being challenged enough and is interested in transferring to a higher-level position.

3.4.5. Accommodation strategies suggested by the Job Accommodation Network

To address the issue of social interactions with her coworkers, JAN consultants suggested the following strategies for her employer to consider:

• thoroughly review the organizational conduct policy with the employee.
• provide concrete examples of appropriate and inappropriate interactions between coworkers.
• be available to discuss issues of social etiquette in the workplace with the employee.
• recognize and reward appropriate behavior.
• provide sensitivity training to coworkers to promote disability awareness.
• help the employee “learn the ropes” by providing a mentor.
• make employee attendance at social functions optional.

JAN consultants also recommended several strategies for improving communication with this participant’s supervisors regarding university policies and opportunities for advancement:

• point out the specific university policy that is most closely related to each of the employee’s assigned tasks.
• make sure that the employee is aware of internal job postings that meet with her qualifications and would constitute a promotion for her.
• identify a mentor within the university who holds a position to which the employee aspires.
• hold regular meetings with the employee to answer questions she has about university policies and about career advancement opportunities within the university.

4. Discussion

Results indicate that the primary purpose of the study was achieved, namely, the demonstration of a strategy (i.e., the WES) that provides an ecological assessment of the interaction between employees with TBI and their immediate work environment. As Dillahunt-Aspillaga et al. [14] stressed, rehabilitation professionals should place greater emphasis on gathering such information (i.e., person-in-situation data) to increase the effectiveness of rehabilitation interventions and the probability of job retention for individuals coping with TBI. Furthermore, sections of the WES are compatible with recommended requirements for vocational evaluation following traumatic brain injury. Stergiou-Kita, Dawson, and Rappolt [24] recommended that vocational evaluations should address aspects of the physical work environment, workplace culture, and available supports and opportunities. They also called for greater involvement of employers in the process of helping individuals with TBI adapt to the work setting in terms of suggesting both changes in the worker and changes in the work environment. The concrete suggestions provided by JAN pertaining to each of the case studies represent valuable information that employers could use in communicating with their employees.

Consistent with the different contexts in which participants worked, a variety of accessibility, essential function, job mastery, and job satisfaction concerns emerged. However, one important similarity among participants is important to note. Participants reported a constellation of cognitive limitations that interfered with their success in the workplace, including difficulties with multi-tasking, short-term memory, memory loss, and concentration. They also experienced the physical and psychological sequelae of TBI such as frequent headaches, fatigue, balance problems, sensitivity to light, and low stress tolerance.

Issues pertaining to balance and light sensitivity emerged in the description of accessibility barriers in the WES interviews. Two of the participants encountered barriers in public walkways such as steps and poor lighting, and one commented that lighting in the workplace (too bright) affected his job performance. Fortunately, they also mentioned strategies to reduce or remove these barriers such as finding less crowded routes to work and discussing needs for softer lighting with the employer.

The impact of the participants’ cognitive and physical limitations was evident in the number of essential function difficulties they experienced in their work (e.g., $n = 24$, $n = 14$, $n = 3$, and $n = 17$). Obviously, employed participants experiencing 14 to 24 concerns are in a vulnerable position vis-a-vis job retention and, thus, should receive more immediate attention in any “triage” approach to providing on-the-job accommodation assistance. One of the strengths of the WES assessment is that these essential function difficulties are specifically described, which serves to guide discussions among rehabilitation counselors, employers, and employees as well as searches of job accommodation suggestions using resources such as JAN [18].

Job mastery concerns present unique insights into potential problems in job retention. Each of the participants presented different concerns that, in every case, have a direct bearing on their long-term career development and should, therefore, be addressed in rehabilitation follow-along interventions in the workplace. Concerns expressed by participants in this study included believing that others think I do a good job, willing to make changes when necessary, understanding how my job fits into the big picture, having what I need to do my job (knowledge, tasks, supplies, and equipment), and talking with my supervisor about what I need to do to get promoted.

One should note that the participants’ career mastery concerns stem from two sources, a)
aspect of a specific work personality and job setting and b) the more generalized effects of TBI on worker/job outcomes. For example, research suggests that, given the effects of TBI, some workers lose confidence in their ability to satisfy job demands [3, 5]. This lack of confidence may explain why one of the participants was concerned that others might think he was not doing a good job. Another participant’s impression that he did not have what was needed to do a good job suggests some possible difficulties in requesting and receiving job accommodations. On the other hand, difficulties speaking with a supervisor about what is needed to be promoted and understanding how one’s job fits into the big picture represent concerns faced by all workers.

Participants reported high levels of job satisfaction. One individual reported no areas of dissatisfaction, one participant reported two areas of dissatisfaction, and two participants each reported three areas of dissatisfaction among the 20 work reinforcers. The importance of this finding is underscored in research based on propositions of the Minnesota Theory of Work Adjustment documenting that job satisfaction is a predictor of job tenure. Thus, remediating barriers to job satisfaction, if they exist, is an important step toward increasing the probability of job retention among adults with TBI, although it is important to acknowledge that participants in this study were satisfied with their jobs.

Overall, results of this study underscore the importance of ecological approaches to work assessment [25, 26] and the value of an efficient strategy such as the WES to conduct such an assessment. Such an assessment should be comprehensive in nature, providing insights into what Strauser [27] called for in his tripartite model of work adjustment that includes: a) disability-related barriers to job performance (e.g., physical, cognitive, and psychological symptoms), b) environmental factors (e.g., co-worker attitudes, on-the-job accommodations, employer discrimination), and c) interactive influences of the disability and the environment. Rehabilitation professionals should also note that the data collected with the WES were gathered in telephone interviews with participants rather than in site visits, which speaks to the cost effectiveness of the WES [28].

Although follow-up interventions to aid participants in implementing the accommodation strategies they identified are beyond the scope of this study, data from the WES provide the basis for a discussion among worker, employer, and rehabilitation professional regarding not only threats to job retention but also accommodations needed to reduce or remove those threats. Research on the recommended categories of accommodations that should be considered in discussions to help people with TBI enhance their job satisfaction and productivity is helpful in this regard. In their qualitative study, Stergiou-Kita, Dawson, and Rappolt [29] asked clinical providers to generate principles of vocational evaluation following TBI. From the point of view of clinical providers, quality vocational assessments and reports should include recommendations regarding “accommodations and or job modifications in relation to work activities, work hours, and graduated return to work schedules; workstation modifications (including reductions to distractions) and adaptive aids/devices and opportunities to apply compensatory strategies; availability of workplace supervision (identification of individuals able to provide ongoing feedback regarding work performance; availability of instrumental support from natural sources in the community such as family, volunteer, or hired support); and availability of vocational rehabilitation supports and services and transportation if the individual is unable to drive” (p. 173). Obviously, consultation regarding the breadth of these accommodations is not a one-time event but rather is needed as disability-related symptoms change, as the person ages, and as employers continue to consider the healthiness and inclusiveness of the workplace as important priorities [30–32].

4.1. Limitations

This investigation has several limitations, the first of which is inherent in using a qualitative case study approach. The sample is limited in size, which affects the diversity of the participants in terms of racial-ethnic and socio-economic characteristics. Although the study was designed to investigate the fit between employed individuals with TBI and their jobs, it did not address issues encountered by participants who had recently lost a job secured with the assistance of project personnel. The time frame of the investigation did not allow for follow-up intervention in the workplace to facilitate collaborative accommodation efforts between employees with TBI and their supervisors and employers, nor did it permit the interviewer to engage directly with employers and/or rehabilitation professionals on behalf of participants. Future studies should not only investigate the outcomes of this process but also the effects of training employees
with TBI in strategies for independently requesting and implementing the workplace accommodations that they identify through the WES interview and JAN consultation [8, 23, 33].

5. Conclusion

Individuals coping with the effects of TBI experience a variety of cognitive, psychological, and physical symptoms that affect their abilities to succeed in the workplace. Nevertheless, adults with TBI have not only a strong commitment to the work role but also the potential to succeed as employees given proper job modifications. For this reason, information pertaining to the nature of the interaction between individuals with TBI and the work setting (e.g., an ecological assessment) is critical if proper accommodations are to be identified and implemented.

As demonstrated in the four case studies, the Work Experience Survey (WES) is one practical method for identifying barriers that workers with TBI are encountering and for initiating discussions about ways to reduce or remove those barriers. Four sections of the WES elaborate on the ways in which TBI influences access to the worksite, performance of essential functions, job mastery, and job satisfaction. If left unaddressed, problems in each of these areas have the potential to disturb worker/job equilibrium. In this study, participants with TBI expressed difficulties in each of these areas, with the bulk of issues in the category of performance of essential functions resulting from the multiple cognitive, physical, and psychological symptoms associated with TBI. Participants also indicated job accommodations that have increased or would increase their productivity, which provided a basis for accessing other resources such as JAN consultants and its online database. Suggestions from JAN supplement ideas from the worker and the employer and provide information pertaining to the costs and sources of workplace accommodations. Consequently, combining information from the WES and JAN fills an important gap in the assessment of the needs of adults with severe disabilities such as TBI who wish to succeed and advance in their employment.
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